
 

Framework for Learning:         Quadratic Functions ‒ 
          Maximize Cage Area -2
                 
 
                 Instructor’s Initials: ……… 
 

Getting Started:  
 

For the quadratic, y = 10x – x2 
   = x (           )  factor 
 
Then, when y = 0,  then x (            ) = 0 
   then x =      or  (         ) = 0 
   then x = 0 or x =  
Then find and graph  1) the x intercepts  
    2) the vertex …  x = 
       then y =  
    3) the axis of symmetry  
 
Then sketch the parabola, y = 10x – x2 

Then check the location of the parabola by .. 
picking a few points by substituting into y = 10x – x2 
 

 
Working In It: 
   Our Problem:  You are given 100 meters of fence. 

Your task is to use pencil and paper to try to determine the length, width, and area 
of the largest rectangular pet enclosure that one can build? 

 

First, complete the table below to determine the area for certain dimensions of an enclosure. 
Then, graph the points resulting from the creation of ordered pairs in the format (length, area). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Leader’s Name: …………………………………. 
          
Co-Leader’s Name: ……………………………..                                                   



Build It. Draw It. Talk It. Write It. Now you OWN It! 

            www.umathx.com 

 
 
Discuss with a partner how the x-intercepts and the vertex of the quadratic equation are related to 
the solutions to the problem.   
Summarize your discussion below. 
 

 
 
 
In                                from within the Content Menu follow the path:  
 

Graphing > Quadratic Functions > Maximize Cage Area > By Trial and Error 
 

Compare your answers in the table above with those in the lesson on the computer.   
  
Complete the following based on the information in the table and the graph. 
 
It looks like the maximum area is ______ m² when the length is ____ m and width is  _____ m 
Highlight the data that justifies your answers. 
 
From within the Content Menu follow the paths: 
 

Graphing > Quadratic Functions > Maximize Cage Area > Use Quadratic Function 
Graphing > Quadratic Functions > Maximize Cage Area > Graph 
Graphing > Quadratic Functions > Maximize Cage Area > Conclusions 
 
As you work through the lessons, complete the corresponding notes below. 

 
Length = x    Area = Length × Width 
 
Width = (_____ – _____)    y = (_____)(_____ – _____)   
 
        y = _____ – _____ 

 
 
Reflect & Connect:  
 

From within the Content Menu follow the path: 
 

Graphing > Quadratic Functions > Maximize Cage Area > Summary 
 

Explore various solutions within the graph of the quadratic function in the lesson.  
 

Write a paragraph on a separate sheet of paper describing how to determine the maximum or minimum 
value and the solutions to a quadratic function using only the graph of the relation. 
 

Quadratic Equation 


